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ABSTRACT
The Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) chemical oscillator is the most studied oscillator. It has been modelled on the basis of single-step
mechanisms which have been continuously refined since the seminal manuscript by Field, Koros and Noyes in 1972. This
manuscript reports on a unique way of modelling the global dynamics of the oscillator by assuming that the BZ oscillator has
shown chaotic behaviour. The unique mathematical definition of chaos is very stringent, and, in this manuscript, we attempt to
trace this unique exotic behaviour by the use of ‘onto’ maps of the interval onto itself which are known to exhaustively show a
universal sequence of states that has all the hallmarks of chaotic behaviour. A series of one-humped maps of the interval display,
through iterations and subsequent symbolic dynamics, a universal sequence of steps that commence with period-doubling,
culminating in chaotic behaviour at some accumulation point of an appropriate bifurcation parameter. We put this theory to the
test for the BZ oscillator in this manuscript by selecting a unique continuous map of the interval. This was then decomposed by
an iterative treatment. Metric entropy and subsequent arbiter of chaotic behaviour was determined by evaluation of Lyapunov
exponents which were then compared to observed BZ oscillator states. Our proposed map satisfactorily modelled the global
dynamics of the BZ oscillator; predicted period-doubling, and a regime after a critical bifurcation parameter, where chaotic
sequences were dense. We also produce, in the Addendum, an iterative MatLab procedure that any reader can utilize to reveal the
type of states and behaviour reported here.
KEYWORDS
BZ Oscillator, chemical chaos, one-dimensional maps, maps of the interval, symbolic dynamics, Lyapunov characteristic
exponent.
1. Introduction
The idea of an oscillating reaction in a batch reaction system
without inflow and outflow violates the very basic tenet of the
most inviolable law of thermodynamics: the second law, which
deals with entropy and disorder. Thus there was healthy skepti-
cism when the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction was discov-
ered serendipitously, in 1958, by two Russian scientists,
Pavlovich Belousov and Anatol Zhabotinsky.1 With the advent of
mathematical modelling, it has since been proved that oscilla-
tory behaviour is acceptable and possible in reaction systems
with sufficient nonlinearity in the form of feedback loops to
unambiguously produce oscillatory behaviour while in the
process of attaining equilibrium. If a flow term is added to a
batch system in which reactants are continuously fed into a
reactor and products flown out, it is possible to maintain oscilla-
tory behaviour indefinitely.2 This setup is commonly known as a
continuously-stirred tank reactor (CSTR). The traditional BZ
reaction involves the metal-ion catalyzed oxidation of malonic
acid by acidic bromate.3 If allowed to go to completion, the
stoichiometry of the reaction is:
4BrO3– + 3CH2(COOH)2 ® 4Br– + 9CO2(g) + 6H2O R1
It has a very favorable free energy of reaction, DGr = –4.797 ×
103 kJ mol–1. The first metal ion used as a catalyst was the
Ce4+/Ce3+couple.4 For production of vivid colour changes, the
Fe(o-phen)3
3+/Fe(o-phen)3
2+ couple is used. However, overall, it
is a very slow reaction. For the production of exotic oscillatory
behaviour, the reaction is never allowed to go to completion.
There are crucial active intermediates that oscillate. These are
Br–, Br2, HOBr, HBrO2 and the radical species BrO2·.
3,5
This article details a new method of modelling the BZ reaction.
This modelling technique involves the use of symbolic dynamics
and ‘onto’ maps of the interval onto itself.6–8 We detail, initially, a
listing and description of the three known models of the BZ
known so far. This will allow the reader to appreciate the level of
sophistication derived from our model which does not utilize
any of the relevant chemistry of the BZ. The model, instead, uti-
lizes the global oscillatory dynamics of the BZ system and fits bi-
furcation sequences to a universal sequence generated by the it-
erations of one-humped tent-like maps of the interval. This
modelling runs counter to the established method of modelling
chemical kinetics in which the generated ordinary differential
equations are solved through eigenvalues and eigenvectors.9–12
A model of the chemical system which does not utilize kinetics
constants may appear to have no relationship with the system
under study.
1.1. The Field-Koros-Noyes Mechanism (FKN)
The first successful kinetics description of the BZ was derived
by John Field, Endre Koros and Richard Noyes at the University
of Oregon in 1972.5 They published the seminal paper on the first
plausible mechanism of the dynamics of oscillatory reactions.
Though the proposed mechanism was long and convoluted, the
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major aspect of the mechanism was the suggestion of a new
species, a bromine dioxide radical, which was the crucial species
in a suggested autocatalytic route in which the bromous acid,
HBrO2 was tagged as the autocatalytic species. The mathematical
modelling of this system gave relaxation-type oscillations in
which slow processes were linked to fast processes; the switch
between the two was controlled by bromide concentrations.
When bromide concentrations reached a certain critical concen-
tration, a switch occurred and a new set of reactions became rele-
vant.9,13,14 The three relevant processes could be condensed into
nine reactions which could be separated into three specific set of
events.
Process A
HOBr + Br– + H+  Br2 + H2O (R2)
HBrO2 + Br– + H+  2 HOBr (R3)
BrO3– + Br– + 2H+  HBrO2 + HOBr (R4)
In the classical BZ system, bromate is in such high excess that
we assume it is buffered and remains constant in concentration
throughout the reaction progress. This process, Process A, is
slow and dominates in the presence of sufficient Br–. The
sequence of reactions R2, R3 and R4 reduces bromide concentra-
tions but leaves the concentrations of the catalyst, Ce(III) invari-
ant.
Process B
2 HBrO2  BrO3– + HOBr + H+ (R5)
BrO3– + HBrO2 + H+  2 BrO2· + H2O (R6)
BrO2· + Ce(III) + H+ ® HBrO2 + Ce(IV) (R7)
Process B dominates when bromide concentrations decay below
a critical level and the autocatalytic Process B cycle commences.
In this process, hypobromous acid, HBrO2, can compete as a
reducing agent for bromate, reaction R6. This produces two
molecules of the radical BrO2·, through the prior formation and
subsequent dissociation of Br2O4. This Br(IV) species can be
reduced by Ce(III) in a single electron transfer step to produce
HBrO2 in reaction R7. These two steps, R6 + 2(R7), together,
constitute an autocatalytic sequence in HBrO2 since reaction R6
is the rate-determining step. This, then implies that rate of
reaction is dependent on rate of formation of HBrO2. The rate
of R6 + 2(R7) accelerates and the cerium catalyst is rapidly
converted to its oxidized form as a result of the autocatalysis.
There is a sharp colour change from colourless to yellow (or red
to blue with ferroin indicator). Process A does not completely
shut down, but becomes less dominant and is dwarfed by
the rapid autocatalytic Process B. Process B is turned on when
bromide concentrations have decreased to low enough concen-
trations for reaction R6 to compete with reaction R3 for bromous
acid. From the known rate constants of reactions R3 and R6, the
rates of these two reactions will be equal when
kR5[HBrO2][H+][BrO3–] = kR2[HBrO2][H+][Br–] (1)
This implies that the critical bromide concentration is given by:
[Br–]cr = (kR5/kR2)[BrO3–] = 10–5[BrO3–] (2)
Thus when [Br–] > [Br–]cr, Process A dominates, leading to a
reduction in the concentration of bromide ion.15 When bromide
concentrations are lower than the critical concentration, Process
B dominates via the autocatalysis route, leading, indirectly, to an
increase in bromide ion concentrations. If one recognizes that
Process B is still competitive at bromide concentrations higher
than the critical concentration limit, then the critical can be recal-
culated as:
[Br–]cr = (1 + 1/Ö2)(kR6/kR2)[BrO3–] (3)
Thus the BZ system switches from A to B even when the rate of
reaction R3 exceeds that of R6. Process B, in order to avoid an -
uncontrolled build-up of HBrO2; has an built-in disproportio-
nation reaction of HBrO2; reaction R5. The overall stoichiometry
of Process B is obtained from 2(R6) + 4(R7) + (R5):
BrO3– + 4Ce(III) + 5H+ ® 4Ce(IV) + HOBr + 2H2O (R8)
So far, Process A and Process B involve the removal of bromide
ions, with each process dominant based on the prevailing instan-
taneous bromide ion concentration. The BZ reaction oscillates
because in Process C, bromide ions are regenerated. Bromomalonic
acid and Ce(IV) can react together to regenerate Br–:
Process C
CH2(COOH)2  (HO)2C=CHCOOH (enol) (R9)
(HO)2C=CHCOOH + Br2 ® BrCH(COOH)2 +
H+ + Br– (R10)
2 Ce(IV) + CH2(COOH)2 + BrCH(COOH)2 ® f Br– +
2Ce(III) + Others (R11)
The exact stoichiometry of reaction R11 is not known for certain,
since it never occurs quantitatively, and the factor ‘f ’ is refined
through modelling studies. The best value for ‘f ’ is derived from
the best fit with experimental data. Thus the BZ reaction is
bromide-controlled, with Processes A and B alternating rele-
vancy on the basis of whether bromide concentrations are above
a critical concentration (Process A) or below (Process B). Process
C also regenerates the catalyst. This produces relaxation-type
oscillations because Process B, when switched on, is much faster
than Process A.
1.2. The Oregonator Model16
The whole FKN mechanism was very complicated, and has
been, in successive manuscripts, been simplified to fewer vari-
ables without any loss in accuracy of the modelling dynam-
ics.17–19 The fewer variable models were also computationally
simpler. Several of the chemical species are not completely inde-
pendent and can be linked to others through several equilibria
that exist in the reaction system. Earlier, a theoretical model,
developed by Ilya Prigogine called the Brusselator had gener-
ated limit cycle oscillations in two crucial intermediates of the
mechanism.20–25 Its biggest flaw was a reliance on a termolecular
step which involved cubic autocatalysis. This is an unrealistic
kinetics model. Hence, though it oscillates, it does not represent a
chemical oscillatory system. The reduced FKN mechanism was
used to generate the now widely used Oregonator Model.15
It became the first realistic model of an oscillating reaction
mechanism with kinetics terms no larger than bimolecular. The
oscillatory dynamics as well as the pattern-forming symmetry-
breaking bifurcations were also modelled successfully by this
model. Briefly, it can be described as follows. They determined
that the whole BZ oscillator could be modelled sufficiently by
using four important chemical species: HBrO2, Br
–, Ce(IV) and
HOBr. There is a strong link between HBrO2 and HOBr through
reaction R3 such that HOBr does not appear in the ODE’s gener-
ated from the model.
Key: [HBrO2] = X; [Br–] = Y; [Ce(IV] = Z; [HOBr] = P (P will not
appear in the reduced model).
A + Y ® X + P Rate = k3AY (O1)
X + Y ® 2 P Rate = k2XY (O2)
A + X ® 2 X + 2 Z Rate = k5AX (O3)
2 X ® A + P Rate = k4X2 (O4)
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B + Z ® ½ f Y Rate = k0 BZ (O5)
O1 is equivalent to R3
O2 is equivalent to R2
O4 is equivalent to R4
Autocatalysis is R5 + 2(R6); with R5 as the rate-determining
step.
The rates for determination of X, Y and Z are:
dX/dt  =  k3AY – k2XY + k5AX – 2 k4 X2 (E1)
dY/dt = –k3AY – k2XY + ½ f k0 BZ (E2)
dZ/dt = 2 k5 AX – k0 BZ (E3)
Equations 1–3 need to be reduced to their dimensionless
forms:
x = X/X0; y = Y/Y0; z = Z/Z0; t = t/T0
where X0 = k5A/2k4; Y0 = k5A/k2; Z0 = (k5A)2/k4k0B; T0 = (k0B)v1
x, y, z are dimensionless concentrations of HBrO2, Br
– and
Ce(IV) respectively
The chemical time scale, t, is based on the pseudo-first order
rate constant for the regeneration of Br–.
The dimensionless rate equations become:
 dx/dt = qy – xy + x(1–x) (E4)
’ dy/dt = –qy – xy + f z (E5)
dz/dt = x – z (E6)
The new dimensionless parameters are:
 = k0B/k5; ’ = 2 k0k4B/k2k5A; q = 2k3k4/k2k5
 depends on the ratio of the initial concentrations of the
organic species and bromate ion; B/A.
q is independent of all the concentrations.
Using this modified Oregonator model, the BZ reaction could
be modelled not only with respect to its oscillatory dynamics, but
also with respect to its symmetry-breaking bifurcations. It was,
however, heavily dependent on the fudge factor ‘f ’ in step O5.
2. Theory: Use of Topological Mappings and Symbolic
Dynamics
A priori, it is difficult to make the connection between
surjective ‘onto’ maps with the dynamics of a chemical oscillator.
However, the iterative properties of 1–1 transformations of the
unit interval onto itself have received considerable study, and
we feel the symbolic dynamics derived from these transforma-
tions are well-understood. It is known that there is some coher-
ence to these transformations, in that they exhibit an infinite
sequence of finite limit sets whose structure is common to a
broad class of non 1–1 transformations of interval [0,1] onto
itself. Metropolis, Stein and Stein showed that unimodal maps:26
Tl(X): Xi+1 = lf(X) (1)
where Xi+1 is an iterate of X, based on the function f(X), display a
universal (U) sequence of states that are independent of the map
as long as f(X) satisfies some general and not very stringent
preconditions. l is the bifurcation parameter. For the BZ reac-
tion, l is related to the residence time of reactants in the reactor.
This is experimentally related to the inverse of the flow rate of
reactants in the reactor. f(X) should be continuous, single-valued
and can even be piece-wise C(1) on [0,1], strictly positive in this
interval, and anchored at both ends; i.e. f(0) = f(1) = 0. f(X)
should have a single maximum, fmax £ 1, assumed either at a
point or in an interval. Effectively these are tent-like maps. These
unimodal maps display this U-sequence which mimics our strin-
gent mathematical definition of chaos. Specifically, if a system
that displays this U-sequence were to display an initial period-
doubling sequence, then the dynamics of the system would be
similar to that of a 1-dimensional (1-D) map. The 1-D map is a
next-return map in which a plot is made of successive returns of
positively-disposed (or negatively) trajectories across a set
hypersurface. If any coherence is obtained in such a plot, then
the function describing this parameterized curve, f(X), can be
determined using standard cubic spline fits. Experimental data
from the BZ reaction have displayed a period-doubling sequence
as the residence time of reactants in the reactor is increased
(inverse of flow rate), culminating with an accumulation point
where the chaotic or aperiodic states are dense with periodic
windows. Further decrease in flow rate after the chaotic region
displays a reverse bifurcation sequence as predicted by Lorenz.
Several other physical, unrelated systems have shown period-
doubling. Before discovery of the BZ reaction, only the experi-
ments involving an electrical oscillator with three degrees of
freedom by Testa et al showed extensive period-doubling
followed by a chaotic region.27,28 The adherence of a system to
1-D maps as determined by Equation (1) shows determinism
even in the chaotic region.
2.1. Map Decomposition/Iteration
For a given value of l, one picks any initial condition (except for
a set of measure zero) and iterates the map until transient behav-
iour disappears. Further behaviour of the sequence,29 can be
either periodic or aperiodic. The simplest way to decompose the
map is to utilize the super-cycle; one that involves the extremum
of the map where the derivative, f ’(X) = 0 and X = X0. The stan-
dard one-humped tent-map utilized for most derivations of the
U-sequence is the quadratic map:
Xn+1 = Xn(1–Xn) (2)
This can be normalized between [0,1] for f(X) as well. It is
symmetric and has its maximum at X = 0.5. From the
super-cycle, if the nth iterate of x0 fall to the right of the
extremum, then that character string is set to ‘R’, otherwise it is
labelled as ‘L’. Figure 1 shows a 4-cycle sequence, described by
the string ‘RLR’. The extremum is omitted from the label. Thus
each periodic state is described by a symbol sequence of Ls and
Rs where the nth symbol specifies the location (to the right or left
of X0) on the nth iterate of X0.
In the seminal paper by Metropolis, Stein and Stein26, with
Equation (2) as their map of choice, they used symbolic dynamics
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Figure 1 The decomposition of a 4-cycle RLR sequence. The first iterate
from the supercycle falls on the right hand side of the maximum of the
map and is thus labelled as ‘R’. The next iterate falls to the left of the maxi-
mum (X2) and labelled as ‘L’. After the next ‘R’ (X3), the iteration brings us
back to x0, completing the cycle. Figure adapted from Simoyi et al.
30
to deduce, from the single extremum property of the map, the
symbol sequences for the periodic states and the order in which
they occur as a function of bifurcation parameter, l. For small l,
< 3.0, the map has a single fixed point (1-cycle). This is shown in
Fig. 2.
The BZ oscillatory reaction data, however, did not produce a
symmetric one-humped 1-D map. Figure 3 shows the type of
map obtained in this case. The fact that the next-return 1-D map
shows data on a parameterized curve indicates that the BZ reac-
tion in the chaotic region, is deterministic.
This map is not symmetric, according the model map use by
Metropolis, Stein and Stein. However, if we could decipher its
functional form, we could subject it to the same map decomposi-
tions and symbolic dynamics used on map in Equation (2) and
determine if the BZ oscillatory global dynamics can be modelled
by the iterations of this map.
Using cubic spline fits, functional form of the parameterized
curve obtained for the 1-D map in Fig. 3b was initially fitted to:
f(X) = aXe(–bX) (3)
deriving the recursive equation of:
Xn+1 = aXne(–bXn) (4)
On taking the derivative of the function to seek the turning
point and normalizing f(X) between the interval [0, 1], the value
of ‘b’ adopted was a/e. Bifurcation parameter was the residence
time of reagents in the reactor, ‘a’. This is also interpreted as the
inverse of the flow rate. The standard kneeding mechanisms
were used on function (4). Though it went through the expected
period-doubling sequence up to the accumulation point where
chaotic dynamics were observed, the ordering of the states was
slightly off from the observed sequences from BZ experimental
data. Further refinement of function (4) noted that this function
did not close at f(X = 1), even though its value was small at this
point, especially with a = 150, which was the parameter at which
periodic traces were observed. To ensure closure and anchoring
in the interval; f(X = 0) = f(X = 1) = 0; the following function was
utilized:
Xn+1 = aXn(1–Xn)e–bXn (5)
With ‘b’ maintained at the same a/e value to normalize the
function. Using this refinement, we were better able to predict
the sequences experimentally-observed in the BZ system (see
Figure 4(a) and (b). The most remarkable aspect of function (5) is
its ability to predict, accurately, the bifurcation sequence of the
BZ oscillator, commencing with the expected period-doubling
sequence (see Fig. 5). The resolution is able to show 3 series of
period-doubling events, up to 23. The theory predicts infinite
period-doubling sequences. According the work of Mitchell
Feigenbaum, each successive sequence exists over a range of
bifurcation parameter at 4.669–1 the value of the preceding state.31
Hence we expect a very rapid convergence and subsequent
entry into the chaotic region at the accumulation point of the
bifurcation parameter. Experimentally, the BZ has, unequivocally,
displayed period 8 as well. Figure 6 shows the experimen-
tally-observed BZ bifurcation sequence up to period 4.
2.2. Lyapunov Exponents
Lyapunov exponents estimate the rate of divergence of nearby
trajectories, a key component of chaotic dynamics.33 A quantita-
tive measure of chaotic, nonperiodic behaviour is provided by
the value of the largest Lyapunov exponent which characterizes
the average rate of separation of nearby trajectories.34 The expo-
nent is positive for a chaotic state and zero or negative for a peri-
odic state. A state with a positive Lyapunov exponent exhibits
sensitive dependence on initial conditions.35 This means that,
trajectories initially very close together will, on the average,
diverge, such that after a time dependent on the size of the expo-
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Figure 2 With l < 3, only one stable state is observed. The 45° line, where
Xn = Xn+1, is utilized to switch to the next iterate.
Figure 3 (a) A strange attractor derived by a delayed mapping of the BZ oscillator in the chaotic region. (b) A one-dimensional (next-return) map
derived from the cross-section shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3a. All data points lie on a parameterized curve, indication determinism. Figure is
adapted from Simoyi et al.30
nent, there will be no relationship between them. The larger the
exponent, the faster the rate of divergence, and information
about the initial conditions is rapidly lost, and any uncertainty in
the initial values will be magnified until it becomes as large as the
attractor dimension, e.g. Fig. 3a.
The novel aspect of this article is the use of the Lyapunov
characteristic exponent, LCE, to derive and simulate the bifurca-
tion sequence of the BZ oscillator. This is largely dependent on
the correct determination of the functional form of the 1-D map.
In this case we are utilizing function (4) as our parameterized
curve of the 1-D map. The largest LCE can be computed from the
functional form of the 1-D map as:
l =
=
∑1
1n
f X
i
n
iln ( )’ (5)
Where f ’(Xi) is the derivative of the map at Xi. The optimum
value of n is determined by the highest value above which
further increase in n does not deliver varying values of the LCE,
l. The remarkable aspect of our treatment was a mimicry of the
bifurcation sequence of the BZ oscillator by displaying the
period-doubling cascade with a resolution that went up to the 24
cycle.
The chaotic region, with l > 0 is observed just after the accu-
mulation point as each successive period-doubling exists over a
much narrower bifurcation parameter than its predecessor
according to the Feigenbaum number.31 The special congruence
with experimental data is the observation of a very strong and
visible 3-cycle in the chaotic region as well as its harmonics: 20 ×
3-cycle ® 21 × 3-cycle ® 22 × 3-cycle…… until this sequence
attains its own accumulation point. Figure 8 shows a superimpo-
sition of the bifurcation diagram and the LCE spectrum. It shows
the coincidence of the accumulation point with the chaotic region
as evidenced by the positive LCE.
3. Conclusion
This article shows that there is another way of modelling the
BZ oscillator using the global dynamics of the oscillator. Despite
the BZ oscillator consisting of over 30 chemical species, the
system is coherent enough to be modelled solely on its dynamics
by assuming that it displays chemical chaos.30 From this premise,
we can assume such chaotic features such as an initial cascade of
period-doubling, culminating in an accumulation point beyond
which chaotic states are dense. The periodic windows could also
be modelled by the use of the Lyapunov characteristic exponent.
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Figure 4 (a) Time series for the BZ oscillator. (b) The observed kneading
sequence based on function (5).
Figure 5 The simulated bifurcation sequence of the BZ oscillator based
on function (5). This function correctly predicts the period-doubling
sequence. The function is able to display up to period 8 before going into
the chaotic sequence. The large periodic window observed in the chaotic
region is the period-3 and its harmonics.
Figure 6 The observed period-doubling bifurcation sequence in the BZ
oscillator. The measured parameter is bromide ion potential. Figure was
adapted from Coffman et al.32
(a)
(b)
The derived function for the 1-D map of the BZ oscillator
correctly predicts the global dynamics of the whole oscillator,
including the appearance and ordering of periodic windows in the
chaotic region.
Addendum
For the Matlab source code for the kneading sequences and
calculation of Lyapunov Exponents, the reader is directed to this
site:
http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/54936-
interactive-bz-oscillator
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